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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this mapping paper is to identify the different criminal justice capacitydevelopment initiatives which have been performed in the aftermath of mass atrocities,
situate them within a broader narrative of international criminal justice, and design a
plausible theoretical framework to understand and assess their impact on domestic legal
systems, or lack thereof. Section 2 defines capacity development in the context of
criminal prosecutions for international crimes. Section 3 provides an analysis of initiatives
that concentrate on the transfer of knowledge. These include formal training
programmes, but also more informal mechanisms such as mentoring schemes, working
meetings, symposia, internships, etc. Section 4 concentrates on the provision of supplies
and the development of infrastructure. Section 5 examines the ways in which the
institutional design of specific international or internationalized tribunals can promote or
undermine their potential to develop local capacity. Section 6 addresses other indirect
means that arguably have a significant impact on capacity development initiatives, such
as political or economic pressure, basic security concerns, etc. Section 7 situates this
paper within the broader literature on capacity development and examines some of the
theoretical tools that will be needed in the next phase of our research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In some post-conflict situations, the domestic justice system is in a state of collapse; in
others, doubts exist as to whether alleged perpetrators of international crimes would be
prosecuted effectively, or as to whether they would receive a fair trial. International penal
interventions are therefore envisaged as the way to assure individual accountability for
international crimes. This goal is part of (re)establishing the rule of law in such contexts,
and is usually considered of significant importance to secure a long-lasting peace. Yet, it
has become increasingly clear that these international or “internationalized” tribunals lack
themselves the capacity to deal with the vast majority of alleged perpetrators. Thus, if
their impact is to be enhanced, they would need to rely on support by the national legal
system, i.e., the same system whose situation led to the creation of the international
tribunal in the first place. The way out of this circle, it is now often suggested, is for the
international or “internationalized” court to rebuild, enhance or develop the capacity of
local legal systems to handle criminal cases for international crimes effectively. 1
The issue of capacity development has, therefore, come to the forefront of
debates on the international criminal responses to mass atrocities. As we see from the
information gathered in the Annex to this paper, different actors have been significantly
involved in a large number of different kinds of initiatives seeking to develop the local
capacity to conduct prosecutions for international crimes in these contexts. 2 The
difficulties that development of local capacities presents, even beyond the area of
prosecutions for mass atrocities, can hardly be exaggerated. “In recent years, about a
quarter of donor aid, or more than USD 15 billion a year, has gone into technical cooperation, the bulk of which is ostensibly aimed at legal capacity development. Despite
the magnitude of these inputs, evaluation results confirm that development of
sustainable capacity remains one of the most difficult areas of international development
practice.” 3 Some of the existing challenges to effective capacity development can be

1

See, e.g., Varda Hussain, 'Sustaining Judicial Rescues: The Role of Outreach and Capacity-Building Efforts in War
Crimes Tribunals', Virginia Journal of International Law, 45/2 (2005), 547-83.
2

This information remains a work in progress on which we aim to build during the course of our research in the next
phase of the project.
3 OECD, 'The Challenge of Capacity Development. Working Towards Good Practice', DAC Guidelines and Reference
Series (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2006) at 11.
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easily identified. They include resistance to change, political interference, corruption and
nepotism, lack of focus on oversight, lack of strategic management capacity, lack of
basic skills, insufficient funding and poor use of existing resources. Moreover, capacity
development as a practice arose as part of the process of decolonisation. 4 Thus, we
must be aware of the delicate balance that needs to be struck if the perception of
imposition of foreign values is to be avoided, and a minimum level of legitimacy is to be
attained.
The purpose of this mapping paper is to identify the different capacitydevelopment initiatives which have been performed in the aftermath of mass atrocities,
situate them within a broader narrative of international criminal justice, and design a
plausible analytical framework to understand and assess their impact on domestic legal
systems, or lack thereof. A few words about the methodology we have used are in order.
For this initial stage of our research we have relied mainly on desk research. We have
summarily reviewed the existing literature on capacity development generally, and in
particular within a range of (criminal) justice reform initiatives. Our primary information,
moreover, was gathered essentially from the websites of the relevant governmental
bodies, intergovernmental or international and non-governmental organizations. We
have also used several interviews carried out as part of the DOMAC project. 5 In the
course of this research it has become apparent how difficult it is to gather some of the
relevant information from these sources. Information is usually incomplete in almost
every respect: from the actual projects or programmes, their content and outputs, and
the assessment of their results. The websites of the relevant local public institutions
(notably the Ministry of Justice, or local judicial bodies) and other institutions in the
different jurisdictions are not always accessible and usually out of date. The data they
contain is often difficult to find, and at best partial. In some cases, only the title of the
programme/project is provided. These problems are less acute with international, and
governmental or intergovernmental organizations, but even then accessibility was less
than perfect and information usually incomplete. In any event, even if the raw information
on which this paper is based is far from complete, it provides a sample of some of the

4

Sultan Barakat and Margaret Chard, 'Theories, Rhetoric and Practice: Recovering the Capacities of War-Torn
Societies', Third World Quarterly, 23/5 (2002), 817-35 at 823.
5

These interviews have been conducted mostly in the context of other areas of the project. We shall conduct in-depth
interviews specifically on the issue of capacity development in the second phase of our research and on the basis of
the findings of this mapping paper.
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initiatives actually performed on the ground. During the second phase of our research we
aim to complement the list of initiatives that have taken place or are currently taking
place (at least with regards to the jurisdictions we shall cover in greater detail) and
validate our current, preliminary findings.
The scope of this mapping paper should be clarified in two relevant respects.
First, it is based on a survey of several jurisdictions where some form of international or
internationalized response has been at least considered. It includes several countries in
Africa (Rwanda, Sierra Leone, DRC, CAR, Sudan, and Uganda), the Americas
(Colombia), Asia (East Timor, Cambodia, Lebanon and Iraq) and Europe (Serbia,
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo). Not all of them have been surveyed with
the same level of detail, but they have all provided us with important information and
insights. Secondly, although this paper puts the emphasis on capacity development
initiatives by or with the participation of international or internationalized criminal
tribunals, at this stage we shall also take into consideration other bilateral or multilateral
programs conducted or supported by states, international and local governmental and
non-governmental organizations. These will include, most certainly, programmes or
projects organized by different UN bodies (UNDP, UNHCHR, UNMIK, UNTAET, etc.),
multilateral organizations, different supranational or regional bodies (EU, EC, OECD,
OSCE, European Union Police Mission, etc.), several national bodies (USAID,
International Bar Association, American Bar Association, etc.) and other nongovernmental institutions (HRW, ICTJ, etc.). The reason for this broad approach is that it
will allow us to identify other key players in the area and also draw on their experience
and initiatives in order to get a better understanding of the role that international or hybrid
tribunals can play.6
In Section 2 we provide a conceptual clarification of what capacity development
means for our enquiry. Section 3 is concerned with initiatives for the transfer of
knowledge. These include formal training programmes, but also more informal
mechanisms such as mentoring schemes, working meetings, symposia, internships, etc.
Section 4 concentrates on the provision of supplies and the development of
infrastructure. Section 5 examines the ways in which the institutional design of specific

6

However, this broad approach is taken for the purpose of mapping existing initiatives. Our future research will be
concerned, specifically, with whether the existence of these international and internationalized tribunals makes a
difference to domestic capacity and, if so, to what extent.
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international or internationalized tribunals can promote or undermine their potential to
develop local capacity. Section 6 will examine other indirect factors that arguably have a
significant impact on capacity development initiatives, such as political or economic
pressure, basic security concerns, etc. Section 7 situates this paper in the broader
literature on capacity development and presents some of the theoretical tools that we
shall use in our future research. An Annex to this paper contains basic information about
direct capacity development initiatives that have taken place in various jurisdictions.

2. CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
Our first task is to define as accurately as possible the object of enquiry, i.e., to explain
what we understand by capacity development. Capacity will be understood as simply the
“ability of people, organisations and society as a whole to manage their affairs
successfully.”7 In this paper we shall use the notion of capacity development rather than
capacity building to deal with judicial processes for international crimes. The reason for
this is that the “building” metaphor misleadingly suggests a plain surface on which the
capacity is erected, and “a step-by-step erection of a new structure, based on a
preconceived design.”8 By contrast, by referring to development we clarify the link of this
enquiry with the development literature, that is, with a significant body of work, both
academic and practical, that can provide us with important insights. We shall use a fairly
broad notion of capacity development. For our purposes, the “promotion of capacity
development” shall refer to the efforts and activities of outside partners, and in particular
international criminal tribunals, which can potentially support, facilitate or catalyse the
capacity of domestic judicial systems to prosecute individuals for international crimes.
Three caveats are in order here. First, capacity development in this context needs
to be distinguished from outreach activities. Indeed, due to the initial failure of the ad hoc
international criminal tribunals to engage with the local populations of the countries in
which the mass atrocities had been perpetrated, outreach became a significant, if not
crucial aspect of the tribunals‟ work. To that effect, outreach offices were created in
almost every international or hybrid tribunal. The mandate of these offices has generally
been broad, including not only outreach but also what has been termed legacy activities.

7

OECD, 'The Challenge of Capacity Development', at 14.

8

ibid.
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Capacity development has been usually understood, at least in the context of
international criminal tribunals, within the broader notion of outreach activities. Yet, our
research will not deal with activities directed to the population at large. It will only be
concerned with activities directed to professional legal actors (this includes the police,
penitentiary officials, etc.).
Secondly, after mass atrocity situations states often lack stable, well-organized
institutions, let alone a working judicial system. In fact, the aftermath of mass atrocities is
often characterized by regime change or the direct involvement of the international
community by way of international administration (e.g., Kosovo, East Timor) or at least
by general judicial reform (e.g., Serbia, Sierra Leone, etc.). This creates a significant
difficulty in terms of identifying which of the developments that have taken place in any
given jurisdiction must be taken into consideration for the purposes of our analysis.
Admittedly, the underlying rationale behind most capacity development activities is the
(re)establishment of the rule of law in the relevant jurisdiction. Yet, this cannot be the
appropriate criterion to select those initiatives which should be examined in the context
of this enquiry. Indeed, many of these developments are aimed at the judicial system as
a whole, and most are far removed from the specific task of prosecuting individuals for
international crimes. Thus, even though the overarching aim of every capacity
development activity in this context is arguably to build the rule of law in conflict-torn
societies, this mapping paper will examine only those capacity development efforts which
are conducive to triggering, supporting or enhancing criminal proceedings for mass
atrocities.
Finally, we should not conflate the development of domestic capacities with mere
transfer of knowledge or skills. Capacity development is “a much broader concept than
the training and technical assistance approaches that are often put forward as answers
to the capacity problem”.9 Indeed, one of the concerns that will become apparent from
our analysis in the subsequent sections is that the focus has generally been on providing
visible skills, such as specialized forms of training. Less attention has been paid to the
administrative and material conditions in which these new capacities should be used.
This has allegedly meant, for instance, that in many contexts these skills were learned,

9

OECD, 'OECD DAC Handbook on Security System Reform: Supporting Security and Justice', (2007) at 86.
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but hardly used. 10 Thus, it “is important to develop a culture change programme that
addresses the behaviour and attitudes of personnel”11 and the institutional culture more
broadly, rather than concentrate only on the acquisition of skills or certain knowledge.
“Failure to grasp that the capacity, or power, to act effectively is conditioned by
administrative and material conditions as well as by personal knowledge and ability has
probably been at the root of many difficulties with capacity-[development] programmes.”12
Accordingly, this paper seeks to adopt a comprehensive approach to capacity
development. It will concentrate on five different areas which we divide, for simplicity,
into „direct‟ and „indirect‟ capacity development. Among the direct forms of capacity
development, we will examine the transfer of knowledge and contributions made in terms
of infrastructure and supplies. Among the forms of indirect capacity development, we will
discuss the way in which the institutionalization of domestic and hybrid criminal tribunals
might contribute to developing the capacity of domestic legal systems, and we shall
examine other factors such as political or economical pressure.

3. TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE
Transfer of knowledge is a core area of capacity-development whose impact is mainly at
the level of individuals. This mapping paper will concentrate on training activities on the
one hand, and other more indirect forms of transfer of knowledge that include, e.g.,
mentoring programmes and employment of nationals more generally in international or
hybrid courts, internships, etc.13 It will briefly identify the groups of legal professionals
and other relevant personnel that have received training and the general content of
training sessions and programmes. This will allow us to devise a preliminary
understanding of the general focus that these programmes have had, and identify upon
what areas or relevant group of professionals the emphasis was put.

10

ibid at 94.

11

ibid.

12

Barakat and Chard, 'Theories, Rhetoric and Practice: Recovering the Capacities of War-Torn Societies', at 820.

13

See 5.2.3 below on this.
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3.1 TRAINING
In the vast majority of the jurisdictions that we reviewed, training has usually been
provided in short two or three days to one-week courses. We have found little by way of
long-term regular training programmes.14 In the Balkans region or Rwanda, the two areas
where we have found the greatest number of capacity development initiatives, it is
difficult to see a clear long-term or coherent approach to training. Sessions tend to be
relatively short, on a large and disparate variety of substantive, procedural and technical
topics, and there is no clear indication of follow-up sessions. There is a small but growing
trend against this approach. On the one hand, training is being imparted or at least
largely coordinated by newly-established judicial or professional academies in some
jurisdictions.15 On the other hand, there are increasingly broader programmes that aim at
tackling the issue of capacity development through training in a more comprehensive
way. Examples of these are the Judicial Reform Project and the Justice Sector
Development Project in Bosnia and Herzegovina or the REJUSCO project in DRC.16
Moreover, training initiatives seem to have prioritized reaching the largest number
of people rather than concentrating on a small number. 17 Again, there are a few
exceptions to this general trend, such as the training of 22 Timorese police investigators
who received continuous and in-depth training so as to be able to continue their work
once the Special Crimes Unit ceased to exist. 18 The most relevant of these exceptions,
however, have obtained in countries in which a developed legal profession already
existed and the international community could work in partnership with judicial or
professional training centres. This seems to be the case particularly in the former
Yugoslav republics. The Kosovo Law Centre was created in June 2000, the Judicial
Training Centre in Serbia in 2001, and in Bosnia and Herzegovina, several entity training
centres were created in May 2003.19

14

See 3.3 below on this.
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See, e.g., the Judicial Training Section in Kosovo, the Judicial Academy Training Centres in Croatia, Judicial and
Prosecutorial Training Centres in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the Judicial Training Centre in Serbia (see Annex,
section A).
16 See Annex, sections A and F (DRC) respectively.
One of our interviewees, e.g., suggested that “We would not say, OK we can have a training for 30 or 50 judges. We
find out how many judges are there in Rwanda, and we do it for all of them. To be aware of the same rules, the same
th
standards, etc. If it‟s for lawyers, all lawyers should be trained.” (DOMAC interview, 27 October 2008).
18 Caitlin Reiger and Marieke Wierda, 'The Serious Crimes Process in Timor-Leste: In Retrospect', (International
Center for Transitional Justice, March 2006) at 35
19 See Annex, section A.
17
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With regards to the areas covered, it is perhaps unsurprising that a significant
part of the training conducted has been on substantive aspects of international criminal
law and international humanitarian law. As illustrated in the Annex to this paper, training
was conducted on issues such as the elements of war crimes, crimes against humanity
and genocide, command responsibility, joint criminal enterprise, mitigating or aggravating
circumstances, etc.20 More recently, some jurisdictions such as DRC or Sudan received
training on the laws on sexual crimes.21 There has also been significant training in almost
every jurisdiction with regards to the basic rights of the accused and safeguards related
to the issue of due process of law. Some training can be linked to specific legal reforms
performed in some jurisdictions, such as the transplantation of a more adversarial
system, or plea-bargaining; in the former Yugoslavia some training has been connected
to the transfer of cases from the ICTY (see below).
By contrast, less attention has been generally paid to practical matters such as
case management, legal advocacy, investigation techniques, cross-examination of
witnesses, opening and closing statements, etc., although some seminars and
workshops have been conducted on these topics. A clear exception in this context is the
Criminal Defence Section in the State Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (known as OKO)
which, on top of training on other substantive and procedural issues, has performed
training sessions on case analysis and expert witness examinations, direct and crossexamination of witnesses, opening and closing arguments, on advocacy and on the role
of defence counsel in upholding fair trial standards.22 There has been some training on
case management and court administration. See, in particular, the Justice Sector
Development Project in Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the training imparted in Rwanda on
court information management and online legal research, among other things. In most
contexts there has been some training on the treatment of victims and witnesses, but this
has been quite a marginal area. 23 Other projects include Penitentiary Management
Reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina, training on the Operation of a Serious Crimes
Tribunal in DRC, and investigative techniques such as DNA analysis, narcotics analysis,

20

For a clear example, see the training sessions organized by the ICTY in the Balkans in Annex, section A.

21

See Annex, section F.

22

See Annex, section A.

23

See, e.g., training on use of digital equipment designed to protect witnesses in Croatia and the early stages of the
Witness Protection Program in Sierra Leone (Annex, section C).
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crime scene investigation and interrogation techniques in Serbia. 24 The ICTY has
covered issues such as targeting, investigation, and charging decisions, working with
witnesses, including witness protection, data management, E-court management and
trial support tools, etc. in the context of meetings and working visits, but has hardly
conducted workshops on these issues. 25 It has, however, issued a manual of best
practices for judges, prosecutors and defence counsel in terms of prosecuting, trying and
defending war crimes cases.26
There is a significant imbalance in terms of the groups that have been targeted by
these initiatives. This, again, depends significantly on the various contexts. However, it
seems clear so far that the judges and prosecutors have been the most frequently
targeted groups. Investigators, including police officers, and prisons‟ personnel, by
contrast, seem to be the groups that have received less training. An interesting initiative
with regards to police officers and investigators, however, is the programme carried out
in Sierra Leone by which groups of them have been seconded to the Special Court for
90-day periods, exposing them to complex criminal investigations and evidence
handling.27 Defence counsel, on its part, has often been neglected. For instance, until
March 2004 defence counsel before the Special Court of Sierra Leone had received only
one training session and investigators appointed to defence teams had received none. 28
The acknowledgement of the importance of adequate defence counsel for the carrying
out of fair trials for international crimes has increased recently. 29 Another important
aspect of these training initiatives is that the majority of the individuals who have been
targeted by them are either high up in the professional hierarchy (established judges or
prosecutors, etc.) or law students. Those individuals who form the mid-level of the
hierarchy in most legal systems seem to have been largely neglected.
We have been able to identify very few capacity development activities in those
states which are currently the subject of prosecutions before the ICC, namely, DRC,

24

See Annex, sections A and F.

25

See Annex, section A.

26

See ICTY Manual on Developed Practices, launched on 28 May 2009 (available at http://www.icty.org/sid/10145,
last accessed 23 August 2009).
See Sierra Leone‟s Civil War: Interaction between the International and National Responses to the Atrocities,
DOMAC paper (draft), January 2009, at 18.
27

28

'Bringing Justice: The Special Court for Sierra Leone. Accomplishments, Shortcomings and Needed Support', (16:
Human Rights Watch) at 28.
29 OKO is perhaps a good illustration of this.
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Uganda, Sudan and the Central African Republic. Among these states, the DRC stands
out as having been the only state subject to a considerable number of initiatives under
the auspices of the UN Mission (MONUC). This raises several important questions,
some of which will be explored in the next phase of our research. It would be interesting
to know, for instance, whether this lack of capacity development initiatives is related to
the fact that in many circumstances the conflicts are ongoing and whether this ultimately
suggests that the ICC is in fact perceived as some sort of surrogate for the local courts.30
Notwithstanding the limited scope of our research at this stage, we were not able
to find evidence of training imparted to international personnel, whether staff or judges of
the international or hybrid courts themselves, or specialists conducting training sessions,
on issues such as cultural sensitivity, or the local legal system, its traditions and
provisions, etc. Interestingly, the Justice Rapid Response approach, 31 which is possibly
an alternative arrangement to capacity development, seems to place great emphasis on
the capacities of the international force deployed in the aftermath of mass atrocities.
Their teams would ideally receive “international deployment training” which shall include
personal safety and security, cross-cultural awareness, team-work and leadership, etc. 32

3.2 MEETINGS, MENTORING AND OTHER INFORMAL MEANS
Formal training sessions are hardly the sole mechanism of transfer of knowledge and
skills to local legal communities. Work visits, mentoring programmes, internships and
fellowships, and other more informal contacts between local and international personnel
seem to have a significant role to play in this area. Visits and meetings have been a
crucial aspect of the initial contacts between the ICTY and ICTR and the legal
communities of the republics of the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and to some extent
in the context of internationalized or hybrid tribunals. They have had a lesser role notably
in the case of the ICC. Visits both by local officials to the ad hoc tribunals, and by
international officials to the local communities have been instrumental not only in
strengthening cooperation and sorting out technical matters; but they have also been a

30

See section 5.1.2 below on institutional design and the principle of active complementarity.

The Justice Rapid Response is a new inter governmental initiative aimed at filling “some of the serious practical
gaps that have emerged in the evolution of International Justice” by, e.g., identifying, collecting and preserving
information that would be essential for criminal prosecutions in situations where local authorities are not equipped to
do so, by sending in a group of international experts (see, generally, Chatham House Meeting Summary, „Filling One
of the Gaps in International Justice: Justice Rapid Response‟, 23 October 2007).
32 ibid.
31
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forum in which concrete issues of substantive and procedural law have been
discussed.33 Some visits were related to the deferral and transfer of cases, addressing
issues such as sharing information, handing over cases and documents to domestic
courts, etc.34 Others addressed issues such as case flow management, methods and
techniques of collection and use of evidence, witness protection and handling; e-court
management and trial support tools.35 In fact, it is reported that the War Crimes Chamber
in Serbia decided to establish a victim and witness support unit after a conference in
Sarajevo organized by the Victims and Witness Support Unit of the ICTY. 36 Symposia
have also been an important meeting place for local and international personnel of
different international or internationalized criminal tribunals to discuss these issues.37
One clear way of fostering capacity development is the participation of nationals
of the local state in the work and activity of the international or hybrid courts. This has
been a particularly problematic issue with international courts. Indeed, few nationals of
the republics of the former Yugoslavia have been employed in the ICTY in important
legal positions. The ICTR, for its part, has largely failed to hire Rwandans in important
positions. The main concern behind this policy has arguably been security. And yet the
hiring of, e.g., Rwandans has been motivated primarily by the need for Kinyarwanda
speakers to work as interpreters and translators, accompanying investigators on their
field missions, etc.38 In the ICC, the policy has also been not to hire nationals of the
relevant states in order to carry out investigatory or legal research tasks.39 Yet, this is
also an issue in many hybrid or internationalized courts.40 For instance, few Timorese
were integrated into top positions in the serious crimes prosecutorial office; and defence
of accused individuals was largely handled by international counsel, with little or no
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participation of Timorese public defenders. 41 In Sierra Leone, it has been argued that
several of the posts that were meant to go to Sierra Leonean nationals have been filled
by non-nationals.42 Sierra Leone nominated only two Sierra Leoneans to senior positions,
when it was allocated four such posts (three judges and deputy prosecutor). 43 The rest of
the positions were filled by internationals. This may be changing, as the recent
nomination of a Sierra Leonean to the position of Deputy Prosecutor of the Special Court
indicates. There may be several explanations for this, from lack of capacity in Sierra
Leone to a political decision from the Sierra Leonean authorities to distance themselves
from the Court. In any event it indicates that the potential of the Special Court for
developing local capacities has remained underused.
Of particular relevance in this context are mentoring programmes and similar
initiatives carried out mainly in different hybrid or internationalized courts. In Bosnia and
Herzegovina, for example, two joint prosecutors (one local, one international) acted in
cases related to the genocide in Srebrenica and involving multiple defendants. 44 In
Cambodia, international and national prosecutors, judges and defence counsel act
jointly. In the Special Court for Sierra Leone, each defence team must include persons
with experience in international criminal law, criminal procedure law, including Sierra
Leonean law, which forces them to be mixed. This entails cooperative work between
local and international personnel. Moreover, most international and hybrid tribunals
provide different forms of internship programmes for law graduates and young legal
professionals.
A final potential catalyst to capacity development that needs to be mentioned
derives from the fact of having locals and internationals working together allows them to
interact

also

informally.

Indeed,

some

people

suggest

that

fostering

such
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See Report on Sierra Leone, within work package 5 of DOMAC, citing Tom Perriello and Marieke Wierda, 'The
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communications could have a significant impact on the national legal culture, an
important aspect of strengthening the rule of law. Yet on the whole little interaction
appears to have taken place between local and international staff.45 One reason for this
in many contexts has to do with great significance of language barriers. But this is not
the only problem. In East Timor, for instance, interaction between international judges
and their three Timorese colleagues reportedly functioned relatively well. However, there
was some frustration among the Timorese judges, who felt they were not treated as
equals, highlighted by the vast differential in salaries, as well as the fact that international
judges were UN employees with administrative support and leave entitlements. 46 Beyond
these three judges there was virtually no social contact with local judges. Rather, the
Timorese judges were resented by their other national colleagues and are said to have
often felt like “second-class citizens”.47 This approach to considering these interactions
beneficial in terms of capacity development has not been without criticism, though. Some
observers have criticized the belief in that transfer of knowledge and skills can obtain as
a result of mere social or other informal contacts, as if they could occur by “osmosis”.48
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4. PROVISION OF SUPPLIES AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
This aspect of the capacity development of the local legal system is extremely important
in the aftermath of mass atrocities, and particularly in certain contexts such as several
countries in Africa. Providing supplies and infrastructure has the potential to enhance
significantly the organizational capacity to carry
out prosecutions for international crimes. The
research conducted so far, however, seems to
indicate that only limited parts of

capacity

development initiatives have taken the form of
providing supplies, equipment and infrastructure
(mainly in the form of buildings or offices) to the

The research conducted so far,
however, seems to indicate that only
limited parts of capacity
development initiatives have taken
the form of providing supplies,
equipment and infrastructure
(mainly in the form of buildings or
offices) to the national jurisdictions.

national jurisdictions. Even where initiatives have
been concerned with this aspect of capacity development, it is not necessarily the case
that a needs assessment was carried out, or a consultation process had taken place with
regard to the types of supplies, equipment and infrastructure provided.
In the majority of cases, IT equipment has been provided to courts, especially in
the Balkans (generally it has been in the Balkans that supplies and equipment have been
provided).

49

In Africa and Cambodia a number of initiatives have included the

rehabilitation of court buildings. For some of the jurisdictions that we are concerned with,
we have found no mention of capacity development initiatives providing supplies,
equipment and infrastructure. And yet, post-conflict societies are usually in most need of
this type of initiative. As Higonnet puts it, “the inability of many post-atrocity local courts
to cope with war crimes trials is often due, at the most basic level, to crippling damage
sustained by physical infrastructure by bombing, shelling, arson, looting, or neglect.” 50 In
East Timor, for instance, “[a]ll physical infrastructure, such as court and prison buildings,
books, and records, was completely destroyed during the “scorched-earth” campaign
during the withdrawal of the TNI and militias.”51
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Developing the capacity of local judiciaries to prosecute individuals for
international crimes in mass atrocity cases seems to require, at a minimum, the
reconstruction of court buildings and the provisions of basic supplies. It is important to
examine, though, to what extent the existing provision of supplies and infrastructure has
the potential to really help develop the capacity of local judiciaries in contexts of severe
deprivation. Perhaps the most eloquent example of this is the building that hosts the
Special Court for Sierra Leone. So far there is no clear idea of what to do with the
modern facilities, as it would simply be too costly for the state of Sierra Leone to use as
the site of, for instance, its Supreme Court.52 Put differently, the provision of supplies and
infrastructure not only creates an opportunity for the people in post-conflict societies, but
it also seems to entail a great challenge for agencies and bodies working in this specific
area.

5. INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN
Capacity development can hardly be constrained
to the transfer of knowledge and skills and the
provision of supplies and infrastructure. It needs to
look also at the structural conditions that shape the
normative and institutional environment in which
these skills, knowledge and goods are meant to be

Capacity development must not be
constrained to transfer of knowledge
and skills and the provision of
supplies and infrastructure. It needs
to look also at the structural
conditions that shape the normative
and institutional environment in
which these skills, knowledge and
goods are meant to be used.

used. This section shows that the way in which
different international or internationalized tribunals have been designed, and the way and
mechanisms through which they interact with their domestic counterparts, exercises a
significant influence on their ability to develop the capacity of the domestic criminal
justice system.53 Our purpose is to identify the key elements in their institutional design
that have had a significant impact on this ability to develop local capacity. Arguably this
impact will have more to do with the enabling context and changes in the institutional and
legal framework, than with the transfer of knowledge or skills to individual legal
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professionals, or the provision of supplies or infrastructure in the local jurisdictions.
However, as we hope to make clear in the following pages, this impact is by no means
less significant than the forms of direct capacity development examined so far.
Accordingly, this mapping exercise requires us to briefly identify the relevant aspects of
the normative and institutional context that have had an impact on the local capacity to
prosecute individuals for international crimes.

5.1 THE INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS
The main issue we consider in this section is the influence that the jurisdictional
relationship between international courts and their local counterparts has exercised on
the ability of the former to contribute to local capacity development. In short, while the
jurisdiction of the ICTY and ICTR was originally based on the principle of primacy over
national courts, the ICC is organized around the principle of complementarity. In this
section we will show how both these principles, and the specific ways in which they have
been, implemented have had important implications in terms of their impact on local
capacity. Our focus will be to identify concrete ways in which these Courts have been
able to contribute to capacity development in the relevant jurisdictions, or can improve
their prospects of doing so.

5.1.1 THE ICTY: BETWEEN THE RULES OF THE ROAD AND THE
COMPLETION STRATEGY
The first institutional arrangement that needs to be considered for our purposes is the
Rules of the Road Agreement (RoR), signed in 1996. The RoR accorded the ICTY the
power to review case files before the domestic courts of Croatia, BiH, and Serbia, before
they could issue an indictment.54 This procedure was allegedly introduced to ensure that
national courts met international legal standards in the light of growing concerns over the
possibility of arbitrary arrests and unfair trials.55 Yet, instead of improving the quality of
the local trials, this procedure created a backlog at the ICTY and a chilling effect both
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Although the RoR technically applied to BiH, Croatia and Serbia, the driving force behind them was arguably the
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55 For instance, the OSCE reports that between 1993 and 1995 in the military court of the Municipality of Orašje in
FBiH, 47 suspects were convicted in absentia, with several receiving the death sentence (OSCE, “Background Report
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Beyond the Completion Strategy of the ICTY', Human Rights Rev, 9 (2008), 317-30 at 323, and OSCE, 'War Crimes
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upon prosecutions by willing domestic authorities and upon judicial reform more
generally. 56 This was partly because of the lack of resources allocated to the review
process which, in many instances, entailed significant delays in the review process and
often enough no answer at all. Between 1996 and 2004 the ICTY‟s RoR unit reviewed
files for 5,789 cases. Only 3,489 were referred back to the entity authorities. Of these, in
2,346 the evidence was insufficient for an indictment.57 Moreover, a further problem was
that when cases were referred back, they did not stipulate which court was supposed to
try them.58
Thus, the RoR arrangement constituted a significant source of disempowerment
for local judiciaries. It shaped not only the formal relationship between domestic courts
and the ICTY, but also the relationship between legal professionals. For instance, a 2000
Survey in Bosnia indicated that local legal professionals perceived “disrespect” in their
sporadic contact with the ICTY. They suggested that the ICTY officials “failed to keep
them informed of the status of the investigations even in response to direct enquires”
and, in fact, that “the international community saw them as intellectual inferiors who did
not understand the relevant law” and “contributed to [their] marginalization”. 59 Overall,
this study concluded that “these professionals viewed the ICTY as unresponsive and
detrimental to the ability of Bosnian courts to conduct national war crimes trials”. 60
Relationships between the ICTY and the local judiciaries have not been any better in
Serbia or Croatia. As a result of all this, it has been argued that, at least until 2002, “…
principally due to a failure in design and, to a lesser extent, in implementation, the
tribunal‟s long-term impact on the systems of justice in the area of conflict ha[d] been
minimal”.61
The Completion Strategy, adopted in 2003, changed the relationship between the
ICTY and the local judiciaries. In essence, it incorporated the new Rule 11bis which
provided that the Prosecutor or the chambers of the ICTY could transfer certain cases to
56
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the domestic judiciaries of the former Yugoslav republics. Yet, this transfer of cases was
subject to certain conditions: the referral bench in the ICTY needed to be “satisfied that
the accused will receive a fair trial and that the death penalty will not be imposed or
carried out.”62 These requirements were later specified and included several procedural
safeguards and a requirement that the trial process complies with international human
rights standards, including the impartiality and independence of the tribunal, sufficient
judicial experience including training in war crimes trials, adequate pre-trial detention,
etc.63 Interestingly, the Tribunal maintained the authority to recall a transferred case if
any of these conditions was not met.64 To effectively implement this revision power, the
OSCE would monitor all trials conducted under rule 11bis and report to the ICTY. 65
Arguably, this new jurisdictional relationship between the ICTY and the domestic courts
“moved the ICTY toward catalyzing the enhancement of national judicial institutions and
the exercise of domestic criminal jurisdiction.”66
It has been suggested that a positive feature of the ICTY Completion Strategy
was that it arguably “created momentum for reforming the BiH judicial system at the state
level.” 67 The creation of war crimes section at the Court of BiH was the result of an
agreement reached by the OHR and the ICTY in January 2003.68 In March 2003 a new
Criminal Code and a new Criminal Procedure Code were introduced in BiH. 69 This
process was accompanied by important measures at the entity level too. Roughly at the
same time the OHR required the reappointment of all judges and prosecutors, a task
which was performed by the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council. In short, all these
changes meant restructuring the courts and entity-level OTPs, which were the other
institutions in charge of conducting trials for war crimes.70 Incidentally, until 2002 Bosnia
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had “invested relatively few resources in judicial reform efforts.” 71 The same can be
argued with regards to Serbia and, to a lesser extent perhaps, Croatia.72
The transfer of cases has not been free from concrete difficulties and limitations.73
Thus, the next phase of our research will assess the contribution of the normative and
institutional changes that obtained since the adoption of the completion strategy, to the
development of local capacity in concrete jurisdictions.74 Among the issues that need
further analysis, some of them have to do with the planning aspect, such as legal
transplants of common-law institutions into civil-law countries. Others have to do with the
issue of local ownership, such as the lack of sufficient involvement of local public officials
in devising the new normative and institutional framework in which the prosecutions for
international crimes would take place. Finally, still others have to do with the issue of
sustainability: by closing down the ICTY and devising an exit strategy, sending the cases
back to national judiciaries in order to meet its own goals, a significant problem was
created for the local judiciaries in terms of the huge backlog of cases and lack of
adequate financial support.75

5.1.2 THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
The impact of the International Criminal Court (ICC) on domestic capacity development
is hard to discern at this stage of its institutional history. It has been argued that the most
important contribution of the ICC will not be the number of cases it handles, but rather its
role in monitoring and supporting states‟ domestic criminal proceedings. 76 Unlike the
ICTY and ICTR, which were originally organized under the principle of primacy over
domestic courts (see above), the ICC regime is based on the principle of
complementarity. Complementarity means that, provided it has jurisdiction over the
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offence, the ICC will prosecute and try a particular
offender, only if the country in which the offence
was committed or that of the nationality of the
offender are unwilling or unable to do so
themselves.

77

Although

complementarity

was

In terms of capacity development the
principle of complementarity of the
ICC can create a freezing effect of
domestic prosecutions, rather than
the intended incentive to prosecute
this type of offences locally.

arguably the result of a compromise pushed by the U.S. delegation in Rome, it has often
been seen as an attempt to rectify the shortcomings of the ad hoc tribunals.78 It was
expected that complementarity would “likely push states to retain control over
prosecuting nationals charged with violating international humanitarian law.” 79 It is
perhaps premature to examine the actual implications of this principle vis-à-vis the
development of local capacity through creating a context that enables domestic
prosecutions or institutional or normative change. Yet, there are some initial trends that
are worth identifying at this stage in order to examine them in the second phase of our
research in greater depth.
It has been noted that by allowing states to free-ride on the ICC, the principle of
complementarity can allegedly undermine rather than enhance the capacity of domestic
legal systems, particularly of those states in which mass atrocities have been
perpetrated, to prosecute and punish those responsible for these international crimes.
Uganda and its self-referral of the crimes perpetrated by the Lord‟s Resistance Army to
the ICC is an example of this. This referral allowed the government to “garner
international commendation and to respond to domestic critics without having to face the
costs of domestic prosecution.”80 Admittedly, this situation can obtain also due to lack of
political ability to prosecute certain high level individuals. Yet, the point is that calling for
the ICC to intervene in a situation can constitute an “easy” way out of that kind of political
conundrum. Put differently, in terms of capacity development the principle of
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complementarity can create a freezing effect of domestic prosecutions, rather than the
intended incentive to prosecute this type of offences locally. 81
Admittedly, encouraging national jurisdictions to undertake domestic prosecutions
for international crimes is not a goal mentioned in the Rome Statute. Yet, this aspect of
the ICC‟s framework seems of great relevance to DOMAC. Some of the relevant
research in this area has focused on identifying alternative institutional or normative
policies which, although compatible with the ICC‟s framework, would enhance rather
than undermine the capacity of domestic jurisdictions to prosecute international crimes.
Burke-White, for instance, proposes that the ICC should endorse what he calls a
principle of “proactive complementarity”. By this he simply means that the ICC should
“encourage, and perhaps even assist, national governments to prosecute international
crimes.” 82 This, he contends, can create an incentive to make states more willing to
prosecute international crimes themselves. Burke-White illustrates this by reference to
the situation in Sudan. In effect, just after the ICC Prosecutor announced he would begin
an investigation in June 2005, the Sudanese government announced the establishment
of special domestic tribunals to investigate international crimes perpetrated in Darfur.83
Accordingly, Sudan created the Darfur Special Court, and a Judicial Investigations
Committee and a Special Prosecutions Committee in June and November 2005
respectively.84 But at the same time this creates the difficulty of distinguishing between
initiatives aiming at holding individual perpetrators to account, and those intended to
shield them from international prosecutions.
Other commentators argue that a court like the ICC, staffed entirely by foreigners
and situated at the other side of the world cannot “encourage a restructuring of the legal
system so that it conforms with international norms.”85 Accordingly, they suggest that a
hybrid tribunal should be used to complement the work of the ICC.86 Moreover, there has
been a suggestion that the ICC will be examining the possibility of conducting joint
81
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international-national investigations, followed by a determination as to which cases will
be taken by the ICC, and which will be prosecuted domestically. 87 A careful examination
of these issues is beyond the scope of this mapping paper.88

5.2 INTERNATIONALIZED OR HYBRID COURTS
This section examines the way in which certain aspects of the institutional design of
internationalized or hybrid courts can have an impact on the development of local
capacity. It covers the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL), the war crimes section at
the Court of BiH, the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), the
Special Panels in East Timor and Kosovo, the Lebanon Special Tribunal (STL), and the
Iraqi High Tribunal. It is possible to identify at this stage four main aspects regarding the
way in which these hybrid courts have been institutionalized that have had some impact
on their ability to develop (or undermine) the capacity of local judiciaries. For the
purposes of this mapping paper we sill examine: the participation of local authorities in
the setting up and functioning of the relevant court; the position of the hybrid court with
regards to the local judiciary and its jurisdictional regime; the composition of the court;
and the type of exit or termination strategy.

5.2.1 PARTICIPATION OF THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN THE SETTING
UP AND FUNCTIONING OF THE HYBRID COURT
Unlike the ad hoc Tribunals and the ICC, it is to be expected that local authorities and
legal professionals participate in the creation and design of internationalized or hybrid
courts. Often, local authorities have an impact upon the functioning of these courts,
crucially perhaps, by appointing or participating in the appointment of judges and
prosecutors. These features are in principle considered a crucial advantage of this type
of tribunal in terms of enhancing the sense of ownership of the judicial process by the
local community and increasing the fit to the specific circumstances of each jurisdiction.89
The first thing we must note is, however, that not all of these tribunals were
created with direct participation from local government officials or legal professionals.
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The Special Panels in East Timor were created by UNTAET with no participation or
consultation to local legal professionals.90 Similarly, in Kosovo the Panels were created
by UNMIK with the total exclusion of locals from the design and the key decisions made
in the implementation of the Regulation 64 Panels.91 In fact, because of the lack of a
legal framework, the initial decision adopted by UNMIK was to revive the Serbian laws
imposed by Milosevic in 1989 (unless they contained an element of ethnic discrimination
or violated standards of international law), a decision which had to be rapidly repealed.92
The statute of the Iraqi High Court was drafted entirely by foreign experts, with almost no
involvement of local jurists. Those who were ultimately involved were usually émigrés
who had returned to Iraq after the invasion.93 Finally, the Court of BiH was the result of
an agreement between the OHR and the ICTY. Victims‟ groups and civil society in
general were not consulted. Yet, this lack of participation impacted differently on the local
perception of different tribunals and, as a result, on their potential to make a lasting
impact in the legal framework and culture of the relevant jurisdiction. Whereas this
arguably did have a negative impact in East Timor, Iraq and Kosovo, it is claimed that
this has not had significant negative impact on the image or the legitimacy of the process
in BiH.94
By contrast, local authorities and arguably local legal professionals did play a role
in the creation of the SCSL, the ECCC and the STL. This allegedly fosters the sense of
ownership of the local communities of the justice process. Yet, participation does not
necessarily result in ownership. The Government of Lebanon participated actively in the
negotiation of the STL Statute. However, because of the stalemate in Lebanon‟s own
ratification process, due mainly to the opposition‟s reluctance, the STL came into force
as a result of Security Council Resolution 1757, passed under Chapter VII of the U.N.
Charter. Moreover, it is unclear to what extent participation has had a significant impact
on the way these tribunals are viewed by local jurists. It has been plausibly argued, for
instance, that states in which these international crimes have been perpetrated negotiate
the creation of internationalized or hybrid criminal law enforcement mechanisms when
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this furthers the political goals of the governing elite.95 The most straightforward example
is, of course, that of the ECCC. Burke-White argues that the tortuous negotiating history,
with its many starts and stops, played a role in enhancing Prime Minister Hun Sen‟s
power domestically. International involvement was used politically by Hun Sen by
claiming that the UN forced him not to recognize the previous amnesties and used this
process to threaten political rivals and allies.96 East Timor illustrates the exact opposite
scenario. The rationale for internationalized tribunals under UNTAET was to “externalize
the political and diplomatic costs of prosecution” vis-à-vis Indonesia from the weak East
Timorese authorities onto international actors.97 The international component was there
seen as crucial not only for the creation of the hybrid or internationalized panels, but also
to creating an enabling environment for these prosecutions to take place at all. 98

5.2.2 INSTITUTIONAL POSITION WITH REGARDS TO THE LOCAL
JUDICIARY AND JURISDICTIONAL REGIME
A second aspect of these hybrid or internationalized courts that arguably has incidence
on their impact on capacity development of the local judiciaries is their institutional
position vis-à-vis the domestic courts. In short, a court which is part of the local legal
system will have greater potential for capacity development than if it is outside it. The
SCSL, for instance, remains outside the national legal system, and this has somewhat
complicated the relations with the local legal system. This is in part because the
domestic legal community has felt removed from the workings of the Special Court and it
is resentful of the funds donated to it.99 Another difficulty of courts situated outside the
domestic judiciary has to do with the impact of the hybrid or internationalized court‟s
decisions. In Kosovo, for instance, the OSCE has argued that the decisions of
international judges “are not useful tools for providing guidance to the local legal
community” because they are generally not published or made available beyond the
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parties.100 The STL, for its part, will not even be located in Lebanon. Rather, its premises
will be in a suburb of The Hague, in the Netherlands, and it will only have an office in
Lebanon.101
Several of the newly created hybrid courts are situated, by contrast, within the
domestic judicial system. The Court of BiH, for instance, is situated at the state level in
the local judiciary. Moreover, although the Registry was originally established as a
separate project under international leadership, it is being absorbed into the regular
Court. The purpose was to ensure greater local ownership of the process.102 Yet, as it will
be discussed in the following section, this has not always provided it with a greater
impact on domestic courts. The ECCC illustrate some of the most pressing dangers of
being too close to the local judiciary. The ECCC were situated within Cambodia‟s
judiciary after a long and complicated negotiating process. Yet, it has been argued that
this was meant to allow the government to exercise a greater degree of influence over
the tribunal. 103 Thus, the position of a hybrid court has important implications for its
potential in developing the capacity of domestic legal systems.
A related consideration that needs to be factored in our analysis is the relationship
of the hybrid or internationalized court with the local judiciary and legal community. This
relationship depends, most notably, on whether they have concurrent subject-matter
jurisdiction, or the hybrid court is the only one entitled to try offences under international
law committed in the relevant jurisdiction. It also depends on whether this relationship is
hierarchically or horizontally structured, and whether any of the courts can claim primacy
over the jurisdiction of the others (see the discussion on the relevance of primacy for
capacity development in 5.2.1 above). It is to be expected that the more a formal
relationship exists between the hybrid court and the local judiciary, the greater its impact
will be. This would be the case, arguably, when the relationship is hierarchical in
character. Reality, though, seems to indicate the need for a more nuanced analysis.
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Several hybrid courts lack any sort of formal relationship with domestic judiciaries.
They have exclusive jurisdiction over international crimes, or enjoy some form of primacy
over them. This usually alienates their work from the local judiciaries, who have little
information of what goes on in the hybrid court and almost no incentive to find out.104 An
important exception to this framework is the Court of BiH. War crimes committed in BiH
may be tried before the Court at the state level and at the entity level before the cantonal
courts of the Federation, the district courts of the Republika Srpska, and the Basic Court
of the Brčko District.105 Moreover, since 2004 the review process that under the RoR was
conducted by the ICTY is the responsibility of state-level authorities in BiH. However, two
important considerations have limited the impact of the Court of BiH on the local
judiciaries. First, it is not a superior court within the BiH judicial structure and its
decisions are not binding on the cantonal and district courts.106 And secondly, while the
review process could have bolstered cooperation or greater influence, its actual
consequence has allegedly been that “either entity-level courts have stopped all criminal
proceedings waiting for a decision from the [s]tate Court‟s OTP or they have used the
review process as an excuse not to begin or continue their investigations.”107 Accordingly,
this specific institutional feature has hardly contributed to solving this issue. In fact, a
member of the OTP has described the cooperation with the ICTY prosecutor and the
prosecutors in neighbouring countries as “better developed than the cooperation with the
cantonal and district prosecutors.”108
Another way in which it has been claimed that “hybrid courts address local needs
is [when] its subject matter jurisdiction incorporates both domestic and international”
crimes.109 Although this proposition can be endorsed in certain scenarios, it should be
treated with some care. In Sierra Leone, for instance, although its statute gives the
Special Court jurisdiction over domestic crimes, the Court never tried anyone for a crime
under the domestic criminal law of Sierra Leone.110 Together with the fact that the local
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judiciary is unable to conduct trials for international crimes due to the lack of domestic
legislation and arguably because of the existing amnesty, this has not helped to
overcome the gap between the hybrid and the local courts.111 A Rule 11bis procedure
was recently added to the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, allowing for the transfer of
cases to other courts, including Sierra Leonean domestic courts. 112 However, the
potential of this rule in this case is arguably different from the situation of the ICTY as
discussed above. In the case of the SCSL there is only one accused still at large and at
this stage it is unlikely that new indictments will follow. Furthermore, it remains to be
seen whether, when captured, this case would be transferred to the Sierra Leonean
judicial authorities given the legal impediments and practical difficulties that exist before
them.

5.2.3 COMPOSITION OF THE COURT
The composition of each court‟s personnel need also be factored in our analysis of their
impact on local capacity development. This is arguably one of the key aspects of hybrid
courts, and one of the main reasons why they have the potential to contribute much
more than international courts to local capacity development in the criminal justice
sector. Our analysis of this issue must include the proportion of international judges,
prosecutors, etc. and local ones, but also the level of participation and the importance of
the roles and positions occupied by locals both in terms of legal duties and of their
management positions. The standard claim would be that the greater the involvement
and level of responsibility of local professionals, the greater the contribution of the court
to local capacity development.
This claim, however, does not generally include judges and prosecutors. Most
hybrid tribunals have a majority of international judges in each panel. In Sierra Leone
and East Timor, two-thirds of the judges are UN-appointed, and the remaining third is
local, or at least appointed by the national authorities. In Kosovo, the relevant provisions
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included a majority of local judges sitting together with UN-appointed judges.113 Yet, they
required that both Kosovar Albanian and Kosovar Serb judges sit on war crimes trials
alongside the international appointees. This, however, did not work as expected. Many
Serb judges resigned under pressure from Belgrade or simply refused to serve under
UNMIK.114 Moreover, international jurists initially ended up being invariably outvoted by
Kosovar Albanian judges. UNMIK then had to issue new regulations in December 2000
“providing for the introduction of majority international judicial panels and empowering
international

prosecutors

to

reactivate

cases

abandoned

by

their

Kosovar

counterparts.”

115

A majority of local judges need not be required in order to develop the capacity of
local personnel and local courts. Although the trial panels and the appellate panel in BiH
initially included two international judges and one national judge, the balance of their
composition has now been reversed.
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Moreover, for a long time international

prosecutors have constituted a minority and OKO has employed mainly Bosnian staff
with the exception of the director and deputy.117 This is considered a cause of pride, and
it is claimed that it has bolstered the sense of ownership, without seriously undermining
the authority of the process. Admittedly, though, the situation in Bosnia is rather unique.
The creation of the Court of BiH “took place 10 years after the end of the war, in a
country with a functioning infrastructure and administration, skilled human resources, a
strong and powerful international presence under the political authority of the OHR, and
the military presence of the EUFOR multinational force.”118 And even so the three main
ethnic groups are represented among judges and prosecutors.119
But the relevance of involving local staff is certainly not limited to judges or
prosecutors. Involvement of local staff in important professional and administrative
positions is considered crucial for capacity development. For the time being it can be
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argued that the level of involvement has been disparate. An important aspect of our
future research will involve an examination of how this has evolved over time in different
tribunals. In the SCSL, for instance, Sierra Leoneans work in every organ of the Court, in
both professional and administrative positions. They comprise forty percent of staffing
holding professional, non-administrative positions, such as trial attorneys, and fifty
percent of all staff. Sierra Leonean lawyers serve as judges in both the Trial and Appeals
Chamber, work as trial attorneys in the Office of the Prosecutor, and serve as duty
counsel in the Defence Office.120 However, other commentators suggest that it was not
enough; that “provisions should have been made to employ and train more Sierra
Leoneans at every level of the court, with intensive capacity-building programs”.121
Moreover, it would be important to examine the relevant figures taking into
consideration the position that locals occupy in different jurisdictions. In East Timor, for
instance, few Timorese were integrated into top positions in the serious crimes
prosecutorial office. Initially, nine inexperienced Timorese public defenders were given
the sole responsibility for defending individuals accused of serious crimes, facing
international prosecutors. This created a huge imbalance and arguably affected the
principle of equality of arms. Yet, as of August-September 2002, i.e., since the Defense
Lawyers Unit was created, defence was handled by international lawyers. And then no
East Timorese defenders were helping to defend any serious crimes cases.122

5.2.4 COMPLETION OR EXIT STRATEGY
The final aspect of the institutional design of hybrid or internationalized courts that
arguably has an impact on its potential to develop the capacity of the local judiciary to
prosecute international crimes has to do with its completion or exit strategy. Although the
traditional model was for the court to disappear, and entrust some of its residual
functions on international or domestic bodies, there seems to be a new trend of phasing
out the international component of hybrid courts. The latter option is arguably chosen
because of its greater potential to contribute to domestic capacity development and the
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rule of law in the relevant jurisdiction.123 However, it has been argued that the phasing
out of international participation in the Court of BiH is driven mainly by funding realities
and that, as a result, it may be far more rapid than ideal for the purposes of effective
capacity development.124 By contrast, the need to wind up the work of the Special Court
in Sierra Leone has triggered renovated efforts to transfer relevant skills and resources
to the national system.125
This issue is connected to a somewhat different one, namely, the risk of all the
trained legal professionals migrating after the completion of the work (on this see section
3.2 above). In effect, a phasing out policy seems to be much more consistent with the
realities of not losing the local professionals that have acquired the relevant skills as a
result of their work in, or their involvement with the court. This issue is closely linked to
other aspects of the design of the court, such as its position vis-à-vis the local judiciary.
Arguably, a phasing out policy, which is facilitated by the hybrid tribunal being part of the
local courts, seems to enhance the capacity development potential of the hybrid court in
this specific sense. Yet, this is not necessarily so. Interestingly, the Agreement by which
the STL was created (a court which does not provide for a phasing out exit strategy)
states that Lebanese Judges are to be given full credit for their period of service with the
STL when they return to Lebanon, and they shall be reintegrated at a comparable level
to that of their former position. 126 Admittedly, though, there are already doubts as to
whether this would be feasible, considering the sensitivity of the issue they will be
addressing.127

5.3 EXTRADITION PROCEEDINGS IN DOMESTIC COURTS
Finally, it should also be noted that foreign domestic courts can also have an impact on
local capacity development, particularly when it comes to extradition requests. This is
because the issue of the quality and overall capacity of the domestic legal system can
plausibly condition the willingness of the state to extradite a suspect. It is beyond the
scope of this mapping paper to examine the various proceedings that have taken place
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in different jurisdictions. Suffice it to say that this particular issue has been addressed by
at least some local courts.128 In the next phase of our research we shall examine the
outcome of these proceedings, and more importantly whether they have ultimately made
a contribution to the overall efforts to enhance local capacity in the relevant jurisdiction.129

6. OTHER MEANS
The development of capacity to carry out domestic prosecutions for international crimes
in the aftermath of mass atrocity situations is heavily dependant on the political,
institutional and normative context in which they are to take place. Thus, there are
certain indirect means which, though arguably not directed towards developing the local
capacity to carry out domestic prosecutions, are nonetheless very influential in terms of
creating the enabling context in which these prosecutions can take place. Among them,
we shall concentrate for the purposes of this mapping exercise, on political or economic
incentives by international actors, pressure by internationally led or influenced local civil
society, and physical security.130
For example, the institutional and normative changes that correlated with the
coming into force of Rule 11bis within the ICTY
legal framework must also be assessed in the light
of pressure or incentives provided by certain key
players, most notably the EU and the U.S.131 The
literature on Serbia is particularly eloquent on this.
Cooperation with the ICTY was allegedly “spurred
by annual deadlines linking U.S. aid … to Serbia‟s

Economic and political pressure
were instrumental not only in
securing the surrender and transfer
of indicted individuals to The
Hague, but also in reforming
domestic criminal law institutions in
a way that satisfied international
human rights standards and satisfy
the requirements of Rule 11bis.

satisfaction of criteria that included cooperation
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with the ICTY.”132 Orenlichter plausibly suggests that important factors behind the late
2004-early 2005 surge in cooperation with the ICTY “may have been Serbian authorities‟
desire to secure a resumption of U.S. aid and potential benefits associated with the
accession process promised by the European Union.”133 Indeed, in 2005 the EU opened
Stabilization and Association Agreement talks with Serbia and in May 2006 it suspended
the talks over Serbia‟s failure to cooperate fully with the ICTY. 134 The same can be
argued of other jurisdictions, such as BiH. In that case, for instance, the Establishment
of a single High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council is often mentioned as a condition for
the commencement of negotiations for the conclusion of a Stabilisation and Association
Agreement between the EU and BiH.135 This type of economic and political pressure was
instrumental not only in securing the surrender and transfer of indicted individuals to The
Hague, but also in reforming domestic criminal law institutions in a way that satisfied
international human rights standards and satisfy the requirements of Rule 11bis. It could
be argued, by the same token, that progression from the stabilization phase on to the
accession phase could eventually be linked to Serbia carrying out domestic prosecutions
for international crimes that meet international standards.136 Croatia is a particularly good
example for this linkage.
The international community can also influence domestic prosecutions from within
the relevant jurisdiction. This would be the case in situations like Kosovo, East Timor
and, to a lesser extent perhaps Bosnia and Herzegovina where international institutional
presence was almost determinant in terms of the institutional reconstruction of the state.
But this influence can also take different, more subtle paths. In Serbia, for instance, it is
argued that civil society is very strong and that it has been pushing for further
prosecutions with regards to the crimes perpetrated during the 1990s. But in particular,
the claim is that the capacity development efforts and initiatives by the international
community over certain key actors of the civil society have contributed to provide them
with the conceptual and technical skills to influence the local accountability process. 137 In
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some cases by lobbying and pushing for domestic prosecutions, and in others by directly
identifying witnesses and collaborating ways with the initiation and development of
criminal prosecutions.138 By contrast, in contexts such as Sierra Leone, the development
of local civil society is weak and the international influence over them roughly
negligible.139 This arguably resulted in less pressure on domestic authorities to initiate
prosecutions for mass atrocity cases in the local courts.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the issue of physical security as an important
background consideration that has a significant impact on the capacity of domestic
institutions to effectively carry out prosecutions for
international crimes in the aftermath of mass
atrocities. Basic security conditions are arguably of
momentous

importance

if

prosecutions

for

international crimes are to take place and to be

The important question is how the
interplay between the different levels
of contextual, individual and
institutional capacity development
has worked in concrete jurisdictions.

conducted fairly.140 Thus, although security sector reform initiatives are not part of our
research, they can potentially be very influential in terms of its impact on the enabling
context. A clear example of this is DfID‟s holistic efforts to develop the capacity of the
local police and the justice sector as part of the same overall process.141
To sum up, there are other important considerations to bear in mind when
examining the ways in which the international community has contributed or can
potentially contribute to the development of local capacity to carry out criminal
prosecutions in mass atrocity cases. These other considerations, which impact mainly on
the enabling context in which these prosecutions are to take place, are arguably as
important as the more direct ones discussed in previous sections, and in some
circumstances they have proven to be even more decisive.142 The important question for
the next part of our research is how the interplay between these different levels of
contextual, individual and institutional capacity development has worked in certain
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concrete jurisdictions. This analysis will provide us a good understanding of the
synergies in play and of the ways in which they have ultimately enhanced or undermined
local prosecutions and the development of local capacity.

7. PROBLEMATIZING CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT:
QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
So far this paper has been concerned with existing efforts to develop the capacity of
local actors to conduct prosecutions for international crimes. The issue of capacity
development in criminal justice systems following mass atrocities is not an entirely
discrete theoretical and practical issue. Rather, it
has important connections in terms of the relevant
difficulties or challenges that capacity development
programs face generally. Accordingly, we need to
identify at this stage some of the critical issues
highlighted in the literature which seem to apply

Often capacity development
activities failed at this early stage
because their subject-matter was of
no relevance to the local actors, or
because they were insensitive to their
experience or lack thereof.

specifically to our area of enquiry. These issues shall inform not only our analysis for the
purposes of this mapping paper; they will constitute important analytical tools to devise
our research plan for the subsequent phase of our research. In the following paragraphs,
we refer to five specific issues, namely, the existence of needs assessments, the issue
of ownership and equity, the issue of legal and institutional transplants, the so-called “silo
effect”, and the problem of sustainability. We shall also examine in some detail how
these issues arguably impact capacity development initiatives in the area of transfer of
knowledge. Admittedly, this is a provisional survey based on a preliminary review of the
existing literature. We should refine the relative incidence of these aspects and perhaps
identify new ones in the course of our more detailed enquiry on specific jurisdictions at a
later stage of our research.
The first of these aspects is planning. In this context, the existence of needs
assessments before the implementation of any capacity development programme
becomes of great significance. On the one hand, the success of any capacity
development programme arguably depends on there being “a fit between capacity
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development approaches and country realities.”143 As it will be suggested above, often
capacity development activities failed at this early stage because their subject-matter
was of no relevance to the local actors, or because they were insensitive to their
experience or lack thereof, etc. On the other hand, these exercises provide benchmarks
for monitoring change over time, they help identify areas of concern and target specific
needs, and they can generate local support for a given capacity-development initiative.144
Finally, mapping existing resources will also help agencies identify potential gaps in
service or a spatial mismatch between needs and resources. Ideally, these exercises
should be performed periodically. Existing practice seems to be extremely weak in terms
of conducting needs assessments.145 Yet, needs assessments are crucial if a capacity
development effort is to be sensitive to the context. Sensitivity to context is considered a
fundamental aspect of successful capacity development in terms of judicial or legal
capacity.146 Different countries present very different situations and very different needs,
as the entirely different situations in Serbia, Sierra Leone, and East Timor illustrate. Yet,
as the general literature on capacity development suggests, often “the cart is put before
the horse: organizational structures are imposed and skills training is delivered in
measurable packages of „person hours‟ long before the real institutional and capacity
building needs can be understood.”147
Admittedly, though, our analysis needs to be sensitive to the realities of existing
constraints in terms of the timing of actual responses to mass atrocities in concrete
situations. In the aftermath of mass atrocities states are almost invariably not in a
position to conduct criminal investigations for international crimes. This has important
implications for the way in which the international response, and in particular one aimed
at developing local capacities, should be planned. Certain aspects of the criminal
response to mass atrocities might need a quick response. The Justice Rapid Response
approach seems to be one of the most interesting developments in this particular area,
though it has been hardly conceived with a focus on developing local capacities. 148 The
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use of extraterritorial tribunals, such as the ICC, might also need to be examined under
this light. 149 Others, by contrast, may allow for a timeframe more akin to the overall
(re)building or improvement of the local judicial system. Thus, the issues of the existing
time constraints, particularly in the light of the outcomes expected of given initiatives,
need to be carefully factored into our analysis.
The importance of adequate planning is connected to the second relevant issue
identified above, i.e., that of fostering ownership by local communities of the criminal
proceedings conducted in response to mass atrocities and of distributing existing
resources in an equitable manner. Country ownership is currently seen as the
cornerstone of effective development.150 The literature on capacity development suggests
that “people and their social institutions must be included in the community planning
process to increase the probability of achieving a successful outcome.”151 Moreover, “the
more these assessments involve broad-based consultation, the more likely the outcome
will reflect national needs and priorities and be locally owned.” 152 Participation can also
be conducive to equity. “If community members have a sense of ownership in the
decision-making process and feel that scarce resources have been distributed in an
equitable and fair manner, the likelihood of success is vastly improved.” 153 Accordingly,
the level of involvement of local authorities and members of the relevant stakeholders
(legal professionals, civil society organizations, etc.) seems to constitute an important
indicator of the potential for success of different capacity development initiatives. This, of
course, should not mean obscuring the complexity
of this issue. “Achieving an assessment that is
nationally led and that meets donor standards may

Country ownership is currently seen
as the cornerstone of effective
development.

not always be possible. This is especially the case
where national capacity to conduct a review at either the pace or level of complexity
pushed by international actors is lacking.”154 But it also can be the result of corruption,
lack of transparency, political weakness and other difficulties faced by war-torn societies
and new regimes. Accordingly, one of the tough questions in this context is how the
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international community, and international or internationalized courts, should balance
local ownership with effective capacity-development.
A further issue that needs careful consideration in order to provide a sound
assessment of capacity development activities concerns the transplant of institutions or
legal norms into domestic systems. Korten distinguishes what he calls the “Learning
Process Approach” from the “Blueprint Approach”.155 While in the “learning approach” the
international and local actors are expected to share their “knowledge and resources to
create a program which achieved a fit between needs and capacities of the beneficiaries
and those of the outsiders who were providing the assistance”; 156 in the “blueprint
approach” capacities are seen as coming from the outside, served up by professionals,
and applied as a set „fix' to certain problems. Capacity-development initiatives are
usually modelled on the latter. The justice sector in the aftermath of mass atrocities has
not been an exception to this general trend, as
some of the relevant institutional or legal changes
examined above illustrate. The subsequent phase
of our research will have to examine to what extent
capacity development activities have followed the
blueprint approach, and to what extent this has

Overall, there seems to be very
limited progress towards
centralization and central planning
in capacity development efforts for
the criminal justice sector, at least
with regards to prosecutions for
international crimes.

been detrimental to their capacity to produce
valuable effects in the targeted societies. Korten, by contrast, advocates practice being
guided by already established local practices to the extent possible. A further question
for future research will be identifying specific programmes built on existing legal practices
and comparing them to those which follow the blueprint approach.
Another relevant aspect of capacity development activities that can be perceived
also in the context of our enquiry is coherence, sometimes also called the “silo effect”.
This is when individual projects compete for resources. The OECD, for instance, has
explicitly recommended that “[w]hat should be avoided is an SSR [Security Systems
Reform] process made up of, and implemented as, stand-alone projects with little or no
co-ordination or consideration of larger national frameworks.”157 By contrast, it strongly
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recommends the establishment of a central coordinating body that should lead the
reform process.158 From the information gathered for this mapping paper, there seems to
be very limited progress towards centralization and central planning in capacity
development efforts for the criminal justice sector, at least with regards to prosecutions
for international crimes. Although this phenomenon is still relatively marginal, the next
phase of our research will have to look into the reasons behind the silo effect, and the
obstacles towards centralization and coordination.
A final important issue is that of sustainability. “Like the changing ecosystem,
capacity [development] is neither a one-time fix nor a permanent solution.”

159

Sustainability has to do with different aspects of capacity development, from the
sequencing of programmes, to aiming at institutional changes in key organizations and
providing follow-up support rather than focusing exclusively on improving the capacity of
individuals. It also highlights the importance of changing work attitudes, improving the
critical thinking and working on other “non-technical” skills or attributes, such as selfconfidence, things which may be less easily instilled by mere transfer of skills.160 Put
differently, the sustainability of capacity development is related to less visible elements
which are usually connected to the enabling context and the institutional environment,
than with more visible forms of training. And “[t]he enabling environment influences the
behaviour of organizations and individuals in large part by means of the incentives it
creates.” 161 Sustainability is also connected with monitoring and evaluative activities.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, few of the relevant activities and efforts analyzed above and
identified in the relevant charts contained in the Annex to this paper have been planned
around this notion. Again, there seems to be a slow movement towards providing for
more sustainable mechanisms of capacity development in some jurisdictions, but they
are still a small minority. This raises the question as to the reasons for this alleged lack
of focus on sustainability by international organizations and donors. But, more
importantly perhaps, it forces us to focus on identifying best practices in this area and
ways of overcoming this particular challenge.
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Before concluding, let us illustrate how this framework works and how it can help
us determine certain specific questions that need elucidation during the next phase of
our research. We shall take, for these purposes, existing programmes for the transfer of
knowledge (see section 3 above). There seems to
be considerable agreement in the literature that a
significant majority of the programmes or projects
aimed at transferring specific knowledge and skills
to local professionals have, overall, achieved very
little in practice.162 Among the main reasons given

The sustainability of capacity
development is related to less visible
elements which are usually
connected to the enabling context
and the institutional environment,
than with more visible forms of
training.

are: insufficient resources,163 lack of mandate from
the relevant tribunal,164 political obstruction, etc. However, not all the impediments are
external to the activities themselves. In our preliminary research, we were able to identify
several key issues that should direct our future research on this topic. These issues are
directly connected to the potential of training and other mechanisms for the transfer of
knowledge to contribute meaningfully to capacity development of local legal
communities. Some of these issues have been touched upon in the relevant literature 165
but most of them remain underexplored in the context of developing the capacity to
process judicially mass atrocity cases. The next phase of our research will be concerned
with validating the findings in this paper, examining in more detail the overall impact of
certain of these initiatives in concrete jurisdictions, and making suggestions for possible
improvements.
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On the one hand, it is worth paying a closer look at specific impediments that the
transfer of knowledge has faced in concrete situations to provide a more nuanced and
elaborate picture of this area of capacity development. For instance, it is claimed that
part of the reason why the ICTR has lacked momentum to materialize training sessions
in conjunction with visiting international legal experts or members of international NGOs
is the division of internal competence between the
different sections of the Tribunal. The Outreach
section, which is in charge of the legacy aspect of
the completion strategy, is part of the Registry.
However, most of the relevant personnel who can

The research conducted so far seems
to indicate poor planning and a lack
of detailed assessment of the needs
and objectives of local legal
communities.

perform formal and informal transfer of knowledge, both for their particular knowledge
and for their presence in Rwanda, belong to the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) and the
Chambers. Similarly, the Outreach Programme is based in Tanzania, while most of the
staff deployed in Rwanda works for the OTP. This means that the Registry would have to
give some control over this area to these bodies. They were reportedly unwilling to do
this.166 By contrast, the problem with the Legal Profession Program created by No Peace
Without Justice in Sierra Leone was arguably that lawyers in the Special Court largely
did not see it as their task to work with the national judiciary, not only because of time
constraints but also because their perception of their roles did not encompass a “training”
element.167 Regardless of whether these lawyers are right not to consider this issue as
their responsibility, this indicates that a far more nuanced explanation is necessary as to
what the actual impediments or limitations to the implementation of training and other
forms of informal transfer of knowledge have been on the ground.
On the other hand, it is important to look in some detail into the specific issues
highlighted in this section. Thus, the research conducted so far seems to indicate poor
planning and a lack of detailed assessment of the needs and objectives of local legal
communities. This has the potential of severely undermining the actual success of many
of these initiatives. Thus, a further key aspect of our research in the next phase of the
project will be to determine how these projects and programmes are planned and
implemented, and the rationale behind several of these decisions.
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Four elements are relevant in this context. First, it is important to know to what
extent these projects have been grounded on needs assessments and whether
consultation processes with the relevant stakeholders have been performed. We will also
look at the way in which the subject of the training
sessions for the transfer of knowledge were
chosen and the way in which the trainers and
trainees were selected. Indeed, it is claimed that in
East Timor, instead of receiving basic skills such
as legal reasoning and decision-writing, judges

In certain contexts, such as East
Timor, Kosovo or some parts of
Africa, it would be unrealistic to
expect huge advances in terms of
skills and knowledge in less time
than it takes to obtain a full legal
qualification in most countries.

were trained in “family law in Portugal or contract
law in Macau.”168
Secondly, during the next phase of our research we shall also examine the
expected outcomes of these training programmes and their impact on the actual policies
and strategic decision-making of donors and implementing bodies in this area. Indeed,
an important aspect of planning training and transfer of knowledge initiatives has to do
with the specific aims pursued by them. However, in certain contexts, such as East
Timor, Kosovo or some parts of Africa, it would be unrealistic to expect huge advances in
terms of skills and knowledge in less time than it takes to obtain a full legal qualification
in most countries. In others, by contrast, there are relatively sophisticated existing legal
capacities. The risks are quite apparent. As it has been put, “Western experts need to
acknowledge the expertise and strengths of Bosnian legal professionals. … [T]he influx
of international lawyers and others who are perceived as promulgating a foreign system
of law disempowers Bosnian professionals, heightens their ambivalence and potentially
mitigates the positive effects that could result from the international presence”.169 Thus, a
crucial aspect of our research in this context will be to examine how these different
contexts are approached, what are the specific aims of training and other initiatives in
each of them, and the outcomes expected.
Third, we need to consider the selection of trainers, international judges, and
mentors. Language and cultural barriers, particularly with regards to legal culture, can
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render initiatives largely ineffective.170 To illustrate, in East Timor commentators suggest
that the way in which international judges were appointed was problematic in several
ways. Because they were appointed through the standard UN recruitment process for
peacekeeping missions, which does not involve targeted advertising, there was a lack of
qualified candidates.171 This was allegedly made worse by the fact that the local Ministry
of Justice had to approve the candidates, and had a specific language policy in favour of
Portuguese speaking judges. The international lawyers who were accepted as mentors
in the public defence office were also strongly resisted by those who were supposed to
profit from their expertise.172
Similar complaints have been made in the context of the Regulation 64 Panels in
Kosovo. 173 “Some of the international judges brought in proved to be culturally
insensitive, inadequately skilled and/or versed in international law, or had deficient
English skills”. 174 There was “no mechanism for the mentoring of local judges and, in
Pristina, international and local judges even have offices in different buildings.” 175 In fact,
it is claimed that “a number of international judges, especially early on, had little
background or training in international humanitarian law.”176 This is not just a matter of
poor selection, but rather a more complex issue. As Cady and Booth recognize, finding
experienced lawyers, able to work in English and willing to work under the hardships of
the kind of work they need to perform is difficult. 177 Moreover, “older Sierra Leonean
judges thought it an affront when younger human rights barristers were flown in from
London to „train‟ them on human rights law.” 178 And similarly, “East Timorese [were] sick
of internationals coming in and conducting „workshops‟.” 179 International personnel
usually lacked the time, experience and the training to act effectively as mentors. Our
170
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research in the next phase will examine the ways in which judges, mentors and other
trainers were selected, the impact that this selection has had on their actual
performance, and the ways in which their contribution to capacity development could be
enhanced.
A fourth aspect of our forthcoming research on training initiatives must also
examine the existence of monitoring and evaluation mechanisms, or the lack thereof.
The fact that many of these activities were performed as a one-off session seems to
indicate that little attention was paid to this aspect. But even when some monitoring was
taking place, it is unclear how helpful it has been. In East Timor, for instance, “[p]rograms
were designed so that trainers and mentors from their first days reported on and
evaluated the progress of defenders to the Ministry of Justice. Trainers also reported the
attendance of the public defenders at these sessions, and the Ministry of Justice reduced
monthly salaries as a penalty for missed sessions.”180 Accordingly, mentors and trainers
were ultimately perceived as an extension of the Ministry, and having supervisory and
disciplining functions. This exacerbated the tension between trainers and officials
undermining the potential of the training sessions to contribute to capacity development.
National ownership has varied significantly between different jurisdictions.
Ownership is increasingly considered one of the crucial elements which are necessary
for any capacity development initiative to achieve its goal. Yet, this is not free from
difficulties. Involvement by local authorities in the functioning of a hybrid court can bring
in issues such as corruption, interference of the executive or the government in the
judiciary and, depending on the overall attitude towards the international or
internationalized tribunal, it can result in a detrimental influence on the capacity of the
international body to influence the local legal culture, in this case, by means of training
and transfer of knowledge. In East Timor, for instance, while the country was in
desperate need of large-scale capacity development, training of local staff only took
place on a very small scale. One of the reasons for this was that the East Timorese
government played a significant role in boycotting training programs. “Officials in the
Ministry of Justice … rejected numerous substantial offers for funding for the tribunal and
capacity-building programs” 181 because these programmes were incompatible with the
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aim of the executive to install Portuguese as the working language of the courts.182 In
Iraq, by contrast, the problem was the tribunal‟s enforcement of the death penalty. This
entailed that “few countries with reputable judiciaries aside from the U.S. were likely to
be involved or send staff.”183 The UK, for instance, explicitly withdrew its trainers because
of this fact. 184 Accordingly, the next phase of our research will need to assess how
ownership has worked in different contexts in terms of enhancing or undermining training
and transfer of knowledge initiatives, and to identify specific strategies that might have
been used to counteract its potential detrimental effect and/or boost its beneficial ones.
Programmes have generally lacked coherence.185 A large number of initiatives in
this area have been stand-alone projects rather than part of broader programmes.
Arguably, stand-alone projects are less likely to
reflect all the attributes of a coherent approach or
have the impact of programmes.

186

Moreover,

there is little sign of coordination between different
agencies

or

bodies

providing

this

kind

In most states training is very
unevenly distributed from a
geographic perspective insofar as it
is mainly concentrated in the capital
or the relevant big cities.

of

training.187 Neither the local government nor any international or multilateral body has
assumed a position of leadership with regards to these processes. This accounts for not
only many of the existing overlaps in terms of the training provided, but also for the many
gaps. Besides, in most states training is very unevenly distributed from a geographic
perspective insofar as it is mainly concentrated in the capital or the relevant big cities. An
interesting exception to these general trends is arguably the current Justice Sector
Development Programme in Sierra Leone, organized jointly by the Government with the
British Council and DFID, which has taken a much more holistic approach to capacity
development within the justice sector.188 Our future research will have to determine the
factors which have contributed to this kind of piecemeal approach to the implementation
of training activities. That is, whether this has been the responsibility of local
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governments, international agencies, or simply the result of the way in which the relevant
actors interact.
Finally, most training programmes have been concerned with transferring
knowledge or skills to the relevant actors directly. Only in a few cases have programmes
been concerned with “rebuilding national training organisations … and the institutional
conditions for them to work well.”189 Moreover, as suggested above, these programmes
were largely targeted at high ranking officials and law students, rather than the middlelevel legal officers and personnel. This puts into question precisely the sustainability of
these transfers even if successful. 190 This is a particularly serious issue in legal and
political communities in which mass atrocities have occurred where there are powerful
incentives to leave the country to pursue a career elsewhere. It is reported that 70,000
African professionals leave the continent annually. 191 Indeed, “several of the lawyers
employed by the Court belong[ed] to the Sierra Leonean Diaspora and will continue to
live and work abroad once the trials are over. Others are likely to build upon their
experience at the Special Court and work at other international tribunals, rather than
going back to local practice.” 192 Put differently, the risk of losing trained professionals
thereby minimizing the impact on the local legal system cannot be exaggerated. Thus, it
is extremely important to see how these initiatives have approached the issue of
sustainability in conditions in which this is a particular liability.
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8. PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this mapping paper has been threefold. First, it identifies the different
capacity-development initiatives performed in post-mass atrocities contexts and situates
them within a broader narrative of international criminal justice. Secondly, it situates our
enquiry within the broader context of capacity development theory and specifies the main
theoretical questions in that literature that have an impact on the development of local
capacity to process war crimes cases. And finally, it constitutes the basis on which we
shall design our research plan for the following phase of this project.
The structure of the paper is quite straightforward. Section 2 clarifies the meaning
of capacity development for present purposes. Sections 3 and 4 analysed the different
strategies employed by the international community directed to developing the capacity
of domestic institutions, namely, the transfer of knowledge and skills through training and
other means, and the provision of supplies and infrastructure. The next part of the paper
is concerned with indirect forms of capacity development. Section 5 examined the way in
which the institutional design of an international or a hybrid tribunal can impact on the
domestic capacity. Section 6 dealt with other indirect means, such as economic and
political incentives, the role of civil society, and basic security concerns as important
aspects of the enabling context for such local prosecutions to take place. Section 7
provides a theoretical framework that problematizes capacity development in this context
and provides tools for the next stage of our research. Overall, two central claims are
advocated throughout the paper. First, we have argued that capacity development
should be understood in broad terms as a multi-level problem, namely, involving
individual, institutional and contextual aspects. Secondly, we have suggested that a
sound approach to this issue needs to concentrate importantly on the synergies between
initiatives in each of these levels in order to explain both successes and shortcomings of
concrete programmes.
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To conclude, this mapping paper constitutes the basis on which we will model the
plan for the second phase of our research. On the one hand, it identifies most of the
important questions that will be explored later on in
the project with regards to existing approaches to
capacity development in the aftermath of mass
atrocity cases. That is, it highlights the difficulties
involved in the planning of initiatives and shared
obstacles to effective capacity development, but
also their coherence, sustainability, and the
relevance of local ownership of the accountability
process.193 On the other hand, this paper and its

Capacity development should be
understood in broad terms as a
multi-level problem, namely,
involving individual, institutional
and contextual aspects.
Accordingly, a sound approach to
this issue needs to concentrate
importantly on the synergies
between initiatives in each of these
levels in order to explain both
successes and shortcomings of
concrete programmes.

Annex have allowed us to identify several of the
relevant deficits or at least concerns in terms of developing local capacity. Of course
situations vary considerably, but generally speaking needs have been identified in the
following areas. First, there is an important deficit in local knowledge of substantive
international criminal law, including issues such as the elements of the crimes, derivative
liability doctrines, etc. Secondly, there are also deficits in procedural criminal law
standards, including equality of arms, impartiality of the tribunals, fundamental rights of
the accused, access to justice, etc. Thirdly, some initiatives have focused on technical
aspects of investigating international crimes and effectively conducting trials, from
performing complex investigations and investigating “cold” cases, to advocacy and
cross-examination of witnesses techniques, etc. Finally, a major source of concern
throughout has been the improvement or provision of infrastructure and basic supplies,
in terms of offices and courtrooms, computers, but also access to communications and
legal information, and even paper and other basic needs. Thus the next phase of our
research will concentrate on examining how international criminal tribunals have affected
local capacities in these areas, and will also consider other areas or deficits that may
have been neglected by capacity development initiatives so far, and why this has been
the case.

193
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